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Abstract—As two different tools for earth observation, the opti-
cal and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images can provide com-
plementary information of the same land types for better land
cover classification. However, because of the different imaging
mechanisms of optical and SAR images, how to efficiently ex-
ploit the complementary information becomes an interesting and
challenging problem. In this article, we propose a novel multi-
modal bilinear fusion network (MBFNet), which is used to fuse
the optical and SAR features for land cover classification. The
MBFNet consists of three components: the feature extractor, the
second-order attention-based channel selection module (SACSM),
and the bilinear fusion module. First, in order to avoid the network
parameters tempting to ingratiate dominant modality, the pseudo-
siamese convolutional neural network (CNN) is taken as the feature
extractor to extract deep semantic feature maps of optical and
SAR images, respectively. Then, the SACSM is embedded into each
stream, and the fine channel-attention maps with second-order
statistics are obtained by bilinear integrating the global average-
pooling and global max-pooling information. The SACSM can not
only automatically highlight the important channels of feature
maps to improve the representation power of networks, but also
uses the channel selection mechanism to reconfigure compact fea-
ture maps with better discrimination. Finally, the bilinear pooling
is used as the feature-level fusion method, which establishes the
second-order association between two compact feature maps of
the optical and SAR streams to obtain the low-dimension bilinear
fusion features for land cover classification. Experimental results
on three broad coregistered optical and SAR datasets demonstrate
that our method achieves more effective land cover classification
performance than the state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—Attention mechanism, bilinear pooling model,
convolutional neural network (CNN), feature fusion, land cover
classification, multimodal learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

L
AND cover classification plays an important role in land-

use analysis, environment protection, urban planning, etc.,
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Fig. 1. Complementary of optical and corresponding SAR patches of the same
land types on PoDelta. (a) Optical patches of farmland and water are similar and
hard to distinguish, whereas the SAR patches are clearly distinguishable; (b)
SAR patches of tree and unknown are hard to distinguish, whereas the optical
patches are clearly distinguishable; (c) SAR patches of farmland and building are
similar, whereas the optical patches are clearly different. Therefore, the optical
and SAR patches the same land types are complementary.

and has been a hot research field [1]–[5]. However, most of

existing land cover classification methods only use unimodal

remote sensing (RS) images, e.g., many methods using the

optical images have faced the spectral confusion issue to lower

the classification accuracy [2], [3], and others using the synthetic

aperture radar (SAR) images have presented poor classification

because of the quality of SAR images and noise interference

[4]. With the rapid development of RS techniques, it is possible

to obtain multimodal RS data from the same region, and the

optical and SAR images can provide a variety of information

on the land properties, such as the spectral information of the

optical images [5] and the scattering information of SAR images

[4], [6]. Numerous studies have shown that the optical and SAR

data can provide complementary information from individual

sources, which is good for land cover classification [7], [8]. As

shown in Fig. 1(a), the optical patches between the farmland

and water are hard to distinguish, whereas their SAR patches

are clearly distinguishable. The SAR patches between the tree

and unknown are similar, whereas their optical patches have
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different color characteristics, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Therefore,

it is important to develop the efficient fusion models between

the optical and SAR features, which can provide synergistic

information on land properties.

In multimodal feature fusion models, the extraction of dis-

criminative unimodal features plays an important role, whose

quality directly affects the performance of the fusion features.

Recently, the deep learning algorithms, especially the deep

convolutional neural network (DCNN), as the powerful feature

extractor, has been successfully applied in RS image classi-

fication [9], object detection [10], [11], and semantic image

segmentation [12]. As an extension of the deep learning, multi-

modal deep learning models have been introduced by integrating

deep learning techniques and multimodal learning methods [13].

Multimodal deep learning models can not only extract high-level

unimodal features, but also capture the great association between

different modal data [14]. Most of the existing multimodal deep

learning models are multibranch network structure. And accord-

ing to whether the weights of different branches are shared, the

existing multimodal deep learning models can be roughly di-

vided into two categories: the multimodal deep learning models

with weight-sharing [14]–[16] and the multimodal deep learning

models without weight-sharing [17]–[19]. For the processing

of multimodal heterogeneous data, numerous research works

have proven that the second category methods are more suitable

[17], [20]. The reason is that the shared weights of different

branches are easily temped to ingratiate dominant modal data,

which will lead to the diversity loss of different modal features

in the first category model. However, the unshared weights of

different branches do not interfere with each other in second

category model, which can avoid the drawback of the first

category model. Therefore, considering the strongly different

geometric and radiometric properties of optical and SAR im-

ages, we propose a novel multimodal deep learning network

called MBFNet, in which two identical AlexNet [21] without

weight-sharing, pretrained on ImageNet [22], are taken as the

backbone network for extracting the deep semantic feature maps

of optical and SAR images, respectively.

Recently, the attention mechanism of artificial intelligence

has mimicked the attention mechanism of human biological

systems, which has been widely applied in the natural lan-

guage processing [37], object detection [38], and semantic

image segmentation [39]. As a category of attention mech-

anism, the channel attention mechanism has been concerned

to explore the interchannel relationship of the feature maps

based on the channel attention maps. Therefore, it is im-

portant for channel attention module to get efficient chan-

nel attention maps. Squeeze-and-excitation block [40] sug-

gested that the global spatial information extracted by global

average pooling was entered into multilayer perceptron (MLP)

[41] to generate channel attention maps. Following [40], con-

volutional block attention module (CBAM) [42] proved that the

channel attention map computed by global average-pooling fea-

tures was suboptimal, which combined global average-pooling

with global max-pooling features to obtain better channel at-

tention maps. In this article, we propose a novel channel atten-

tion module, namely the second-order attention-based channel

selection module (SACSM), which is shown in Fig. 4. The

SACSM adopts a more efficient bilinear approach to integrate

global average-pooling and max-pooling features for obtaining

fine channel attention maps with second-order statistics. Based

on the channel attention maps, the SACSM performs feature

recalibration to refine interchannel relationship for improving

the expressive power of the network. Meanwhile, inspired by

the view that the contributions of many layers are quite a

little in network [43], [44], the SACSM introduces a channel

selection mechanism to reconfigure compact feature maps with

stronger discrimination. To provide a reasonable explanation

for the channel selection mechanism in SACSM, we shows the

histograms of the elements of channel attention maps P [shown

in Eq. (6)] in Fig. 3, and the elements in the P determine the

contributions of the corresponding channel features. From Fig. 3,

we know that some elements in the P are distributed around zero,

which means the corresponding channels are unimportant and

redundant, and some elements in the P are high, which means

the corresponding channels are important in SACSM. There-

fore, based on the channel selection mechanism, the SACSM

can automatically find the important channels of feature maps

to reconfigure the compact features with great discrimination.

Especially, it is worth mentioning that SACSM can deal with

the huge dimensionality issues of bilinear fusion features [31],

which will be introduced in detail later.

For multimodal feature fusion, existing multimodal deep

learning methods mainly adapt the addition fusion rule [23],

[24], multiplication fusion rule [25], [26], and connection fusion

rule [27], [28] to obtain fusion features. However, the ability that

these fusion features explore the complex associations between

optical and SAR images may be weak [29]. Bilinear pooling

models [30] have been successfully embedded into DCNN for

fine-grained classification [31] and visual question answering

[29], [32], which could capture second-order association be-

tween the two different modalities and obtained excellent bi-

linear fusion features [29], [33], [36]. However, it faced a huge

problem that the fusion features were high dimensional, and

the problem limited the widespread use of the bilinear pooling.

Therefore, the bilinear model embedded into the kernelized

framework [29], [34] has been proposed, which used the polyno-

mial kernel to map the high-dimensional fusion features and sug-

gested the compact fusion features. Other methods could reduce

the computational complexity by decomposing the parameter

matrixes of the classifier, for e.g., low-rank decomposition [35].

In this article, we find that the dimension of bilinear fusion

features is determined by the channel number of convolutional

feature maps, which is introduced in Section III-B. Therefore,

the refined feature maps of optical and SAR streams can be

extracted by SACSM, which have a smaller channel number

and compact structure and are used to structure low-dimensional

fusion features by the bilinear pooling model. The bilinear

fusion features can not only capture second-order association

between optical and SAR features, but also will not face the

huge dimensionality issues.

In summary, we propose a novel multimodal deep learn-

ing model (MBFNet) (shown in Fig. 2) to fuse the deep fea-

tures of optical and SAR images for the land cover classifica-

tion. MBFNet consists of three components: feature extractor,

SACSM, and the bilinear fusion module. First, the proposed
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of MBFNet. ⊙ denotes the element-wise multiplication. ⊗ denotes the matrix multiplication.

Fig. 3. Statistical histograms of the values of channel attention maps P on
two image datasets. (a) Distribution of values in P on PoDelta. (b) Distribution
of values in P on ChongMing. We find that some values are distributed around
zero, which means the corresponding channel features are redundant and can
be ignored, and some values are high, which means the corresponding channel
features are important.

MBFNet model uses two identical AlexNet [21] without weight-

sharing as feature extractor to extract deep semantic feature

maps of optical and SAR images. Then, the SACSM is em-

bedded into the optical and SAR streams, which integrates the

global average-pooling and global max-pooling information by

the bilinear operation to structure two fine channel attention

maps. According to the top q values in channel attention maps,

we select the corresponding channels of convolutional features

maps to reconfigure compact feature maps of optical and SAR

streams, respectively. Finally, we use the bilinear pooling op-

eration to effectively fuse the abovementioned compact feature

maps and obtain the discriminative fusion features for land cover

classification, instead of the multimodal feature connection,

element-wise summation, and element-wise production.

The main contributions of this article are the following.

First, a novel multimodal bilinear fusion network (MBFNet)

with second-order attention-based channel selection is proposed

to fuse the optical and SAR features for land cover classification.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt to employ bi-

linear pooling to fuse the optical and SAR features in this paper.

Second, as a component of the MBFNet, the novel SACSM

can obtain fine channel-attention maps with second-order statis-

tics using bilinear operation. And based on the channel attention

maps, the SACSM can not only explore the interchannel rela-

tionship to highlight important channels of feature maps, but can

also select the important channels to obtain compact optical and

SAR features for dealing with the high-dimensional problem of

bilinear fusion features.

Third, we thoroughly evaluate our model on three broad

coregistered optical and SAR datasets. Extensive experiments

show that the proposed model obtains competitive improve-

ments over state-of-the-art methods in land cover classification.

II. RELATED WORK

Multimodal deep learning: Because multimodal data can be

easily acquired, multimodal deep learning techniques have been

widely used, which are able to build the high-level correlations

between multimodal data. Ngiam et al. [13] were the first to

propose the multimodal deep learning model by combining deep

learning and multimodal learning techniques, which was used

to fuse the audio and video features for phoneme classification.

The experiment demonstrated that fusion features were better

than the unimodal representations. Thereafter, multimodal deep

learning has been widely used [45]–[47]. In the field of RS

information processing, multimodal RS data have been more and

more easily accessed, which provide the basis for the application

of multimodal deep learning in RS images. Audebert et al. [24]

proposed the deep two-stream fully convolution network to fuse

multimodal RS images for land cover classification. Benedetti

et at. [28] proposed the M3Fusion model, in which the recurrent

neural networks dealt with the high spatial resolution time-series

images obtained from Sentinel-2 to extract time information,

and the convolutional neural network (CNN) dealt with the very

high spatial resolution time-series images obtained from Spot

6/7 to extract spatial information; two types of information were

fused to improve the land cover classification. In this article, we

also adopt the multimodal deep learning with bilinear model for

obtaining better fusion features between optical and SAR data.

Attention mechanism: Recently, the concept of attention

mechanism has become popular, which was incorporated into

deep learning for diverse application domains [49], [50]. Wang
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et al. [49] introduced bottom-up, top-down feedforward atten-

tion mechanism into the residual network and proposed residual

attention network. Chen et al. [50] learnt a soft weight map based

on attention mechanism to recalibrate multiscale features for

enhancing semantic segmentation. The attention mechanism in

abovementioned methods is used on pixel-level. The difference

is that SENet [40] produced the channel attention maps to

explore the interchannel relationship of convolutional feature

maps and highlighted the channels that were better for the power

representation of the network. Other research works have inte-

grated the pixel-level and channel attention mechanisms into the

unitary network framework, which showed better performance

in semantic segmentation tasks. PAN [51] and DANet [39] are

representative examples. The proposed SACSM is classified as

channel attention mechanism.

Bilinear model: As two-factor model with the mathematical

property of separability, the bilinear model was first introduced

by Tenenbaum and Freeman [30], which routinely separated

perceptual systems into “content” and “style.” Thereafter, the

bilinear models have been successfully used in both classical

methods and deep learning, such as Fisher vector [52], VLAD

[53], and CNN [29], [31]–[36]. BCNN [31] replaced first-order

pooling layer (global max or average pooling) with bilinear pool-

ing layer to take the second-order statistics into consideration,

which achieved great performance in fine-grained classification.

However, there is a problem that the bilinear fusion features are

high dimensional. To deal with this problem, Gao et al. [34]

proposed a compact bilinear pooling model, and the discrimi-

native compact bilinear pooling features were obtained based

on Random Maclaurin (RM) and tensor sketch (TS) projection

methods. Following [34], the multimodal compact bilinear pool-

ing model generated the fusion features between image and text

features by compact bilinear pooling, which was used for visual

question answering. However, the abovementioned models have

ignored matrix structure of the bilinear pooling features. Kong

et al. [35] proposed the low-rank bilinear pooling model, which

classified the bilinear feature matrix by using the bilinear clas-

sifier and maintained the structural information. Kin et al. [33]

proposed the low-rank pooling using Hadamard product, which

mapped the bilinear features to low-dimension feature space.

Factorized bilinear layer was proposed [36], and it modeled

the feature relationship with linear complexity. Meanwhile,

to prevent the overfitting, the DropFactor was used. For the

high-dimension problem of bilinear fusion features, we propose

different solution, SACSM.

III. METHODOLOGY

The proposed MBFNet deals with the problem of learning fu-

sion features between the optical and SAR modals for improving

land cover classification. Given the optical and corresponding

SAR patches, we design the MBFNet such that the predicted

label l̂i matches the correct label l∗i . The predicted label can be

formulated as

l̂i = argmax
li∈Φ

p (li |xopt, ysar; θopt, θsar ) (1)

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed SACSM.

where xopt and ysar denote the optical and SAR patch pairs,

respectively, θopt and θsar are the parameters of optical and

SAR streams, respectively, and Φ denotes the set of label. The

architecture of MBFNet is shown in Fig. 2. Different from

the previous bilinear fusion work, such as BCNN [30], we use the

SACSM to explore the interchannel relationship of the feature

maps X ∈ R
h′×w′×c and Y ∈ R

h′×w′×c, respectively. X and Y

denote the normalized feature maps of convolution layer conv5,

and h′, w′, and c indicate the height, weight, and the channel

number of feature maps, respectively; we select the significant

channels of X and Y to structure compact and discriminative fea-

ture maps X ′ ∈ R
h′×w′×q and Y ′ ∈ R

h′×w′×q , where q denotes

the number of selected important channels, q < c. Then, we use

the bilinear pooling to obtain fusion features with second-order

statistics providing (through softmax function) final answer

in (1).

In this section, we describe in detail the implementa-

tion process of the proposed MBFNet. First, we detail the

SACSM, which captures two compact and discriminative uni-

modal feature maps from different modalities, respectively, in

Section III-A. Then, in Section III-B, we discuss the fusion of

optical and SAR features based on the bilinear pooling model.

Finally, we describe the training process of the MBFNet in

Section III-C.

A. Second-Order Attention-Based Channel Selection Module

As a novel channel attention mechanism module, the proposed

SACSM (shown in Fig. 4) can effectively exploit the inter-

channel relationship of feature maps. In the channel attention

module, the channel attention maps are keys, which can exploit

better interchannel relationship to improve the power of network.

SENet [40] fed the first-order statistics into MLP [41] to obtain

channel attention maps, which have been proven to be subopti-

mal [42]. However, the proposed SACSM by bilinear integrating

global average-pooling and max-pooling features introduces the

second-order statistics for inferring finer channel attention maps.

We confirm that exploiting global average-pooling and max-

pooling features greatly improves the representation power of

networks rather than using each independently. And more close

to our work, CBAM [42] fed the global average-pooling and

global max-pooling features into MLP, respectively, and then

two output feature vectors were merged based on element-wise

sum to obtain channel attention maps. However, the channel at-

tention maps of CBAM lacked more discriminative second-order

statistics.
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Meanwhile, we find that some channels of feature maps

X and Y can be ignored, because the corresponding channel

attention values are close to zero (shown in Fig. 2). The SACSM

contains the channel selection mechanism, which can select

high-contribution channels of feature maps to obtain compact

and discriminative feature maps, according to the top q value of

channel attention maps P. Taking the SACSM of optical stream

as an example, we describe the detailed operation of the proposed

SACSM as follows.

1) We obtain the global max-pooling and the global average-

pooling features of the normalized feature map X as

follows:

fmax = MaxPool (X) (2)

favg = AvgPool (X) (3)

where MaxPool(·) denotes the global max-pooling, and

AvgPool(·) denotes the global average-pooling.

2) We compute the outer product between fmax and favg and

obtain the second-order statistics f ′ ∈ R
c×c as follows:

f ′ = fmax ⊗ fT
avg

(4)

where ⊗ denotes the matrix multiplication.

3) We implement the average pooling on f ′ in the form of

column, in which the ith element of f ′′ ∈ R
c is calculated

as follows:

f ′′
i =

1

c

c
∑

j=1

f ′ (i, j) . (5)

4) The f ′′ is forwarded to MLP [41] with one hidden layer,

and the channel attention map P ∈ R
c is obtained. The

hidden layer size is set to c/s, where s is the reduction

ratio. The P is defined as follows:

P = δ (Mlp (f ′′)) (6)

where δ is the sigmoid function, and the function Mlp(·)
denotes the operation of MLP.

5) The reweighted feature map X̃ is obtained as follows:

X̃ = P ⊙X (7)

where ⊙ denotes the element-wise multiplication.

6) We sort the values in the P in descending order and

obtain the sorted channel attention map P ′ ∈ R
c and the

corresponding index vector I ∈ R
c. According to the top

q values of I, we select the corresponding channels in X̃ to

structure compact feature map X ′ ∈ R
h′×w′×q as follows:

X ′ = X̃ (:, : , I (1 : q)) . (8)

Similarly, we can also obtain the compact feature map Y ′ ∈
R

h′×w′×q of SAR stream. The overall processing of the proposed

SACSM is shown in Algorithm 1.

B. Bilinear Fusion Features

Numerous studies [29], [32] have shown that the bilinear pool-

ing model could build the second-order associations between

different modality data, which were good for computer vision

Algorithm 1: The Overall Processing of SACSM.

Input: The co-registered optical patches and corresponding

SAR patches;

Output: Two compact feature maps X ′ and Y ′;

1: Extract the normalized feature maps X and Y of

convolution layer conv5 of optical and SAR streams,

respectively;

2: Compute the global max-pooling and average-pooling

features of X and Y based on Eqs. (2) and (3),

respectively;

3: Obtain the second-order statistic vectors of optical and

SAR features based on the Eqs. (4) and (5),

respectively;

4: The second-order statistic vectors are fed into MLP,

and obtain unselected channel attention maps of

optical and SAR stream based on the Eq. (6),

respectively;

5: Compute the compact feature maps X ′ and Y ′ based

on the Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively.

task. We apply bilinear pooling to aggregate X ′ ∈ R
h′×w′×q and

Y ′ ∈ R
h′×w′×q, and the bilinear fusion feature Z ∈ R

q×q with

second-order statistics is obtained as follows:

Z =
∑

i∈Q

xiy
T
i (9)

where {xi, yi|xi ∈ X ′, yi ∈ Y ′, i ∈ Q} are the local feature

vectors, which are formed by splicing the values on the position

ith of all channels of feature maps X ′ and Y ′, respectively. Q is

the set of spatial locations.

Meanwhile, we can also rewrite (9) in a matrix notation as

follows:

Z =
∑

i∈Q

xiy
T
i = χT γ (10)

where χ=[X ′
1, . . . , X

′
q]

T ∈ R
h′w′×q and γ=[Y ′

1, . . . , Y
′
q ]

T

∈ R
h′w′×q are the matrixes by reshaping X ′ and Y ′ in terms

of the third mode, and X ′
i and Y ′

i are obtained by flatting ith

channel of the X ′ and Y ′. Therefore, from (10), we know that

q determines the size of fusion features Z. In order to obtain

low dimension but strongly discriminative fusion features, the

proposed SACSM infers fine attention channel maps to construct

two compact feature maps X ′ and Y ′. The channel number of

X ′ andY ′ is small, which is used to construct the low-dimension

fusion features Z.

Then, in order to deal with visual burstiness [58], we apply

the sign square root and ℓ2-normalization on the bilinear fusion

feature Z, to obtain normalized fusion feature vector Z ′ ∈ R
q2

as follows:

Z1 = sign (falt(Z))×
√

falt(Z) (11)

Z ′ =
Z1

‖Z1‖2
(12)
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Algorithm 2: The Processing of the Optical and SAR

Fusion.

Input: The co-registered optical and SAR patches;

Output: Bilinear fusion features Z ′;

1: Computer the compact feature maps X ′ and Y ′ of

optical and SAR modals based on SACSM;

2: Compute the bilinear fusion features Z based on the

Eq. (10);

3: Deal with visual burstiness of the fusion features Z

based on the Eqs. (11) and (12), and obtain fusion

features Z ′.

where falt(·) denotes the operation of flatten, and ‖ · ‖2 denotes

ℓ2-norm. The processing of the optical and SAR fusion is shown

in Algorithm 2.

Finally, we will describe the back-propagation of the bi-

linear pooling layer. Since the architecture of MBFNet is a

directed acyclic graph, the hyperparameters can be trained by

back-propagating the gradients of the classification loss (e.g.,

cross-entropy). The bilinear form simplifies the gradients at the

pooling layer. Let dE/dZ be the gradient of the loss function E

on the fusion features Z, then by the chain rule of gradients, we

have

dE

dχ
= γ

(

dE

dZ

)T

(13)

dE

dγ
= χ

(

dE

dZ

)

. (14)

Meanwhile, the gradient of the softmax layer, the sign square

root layer, and ℓ2 -normalization layer is straightforward, which

can be computed using the chain rule. Therefore, (13) and (14)

are rewritten as follows:

dE

dχ
= γ

(

dE

dZ ′

dZ ′

dZ1

dZ1

dZ

)T

(15)

dE

dγ
= χ

(

dE

dZ ′

dZ ′

dZ1

dZ1

dZ

)

. (16)

C. Land Cover Classification

In this article, the loss function is the mean cross-entropy,

which is given as follows:

E = −
1

n

n
∑

i=1

l∗i log
(

f
(

Zi
f

))

(17)

where Zi
f ∈ R

K is obtained by feeding the Z ′ into the fully

connected layer, and the size of the fully connected layer is set

to K, where K is the number of categories, n is the number of

samples in the minibatch, l∗i is the correct label, E is the mean

cross-entropy loss, and f(·) denotes the softmax function.

As described in Section III-B, the MBFNet can be trained by

back-propagating the gradients of the classification loss. In this

article, we conduct the experiments of MBFNet by Tensorflow

library on the platform of Window 10 with Intel(R) Corn(TM) i7-

8700k 3.70-GHz CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU and

Fig. 5. Coregistration flowchart of the optical and SAR images.

32-GB memory. We fine-tune whole MBFNet by using Adam

algorithm [26], in which the minibatch size is 64, the learning

rate is 10−4, and the number of epochs is 100.

IV. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct several experiments to evaluate the

land cover classification performance of MBFNet on three broad

coregistered optical and SAR datasets. First, the datasets are

introduced in Section IV-A. We provide the description of base-

line methods in Section IV-B. The configuration of significant

hyperparameters, for e.g., the patch size and the reduction ratio,

is described in Section IV-C. In Section IV-D, the comparison

of fusion feature dimension, classifier computation complexity,

and testing time among the proposed model and comparison

methods is described. In Section IV-E, we compare the land

cover classification results of MBFNet with the state-of-the-art

approaches on three coregistered optical-SAR image datasets.

In Section IV-F, the qualitative visualization of fusion features is

presented to intuitively explain MBFNet. Finally, Section IV-G

shows validation curves (accuracy and loss) of PoDelta, Chong-

Ming, and WuHan datasets.

A. Datasets

The first coregistered optical and SAR image dataset is the

region of PoDelta, Italy, and its size is 3666 × 1952, with

the pixel spacing of 2.5 m. SAR image are COSMO-SkyMed

geocoded ground range (GEC) level 1C products in X-band and

HH-polar imaging mode, as shown in Fig. 8(b), the optical

image is obtained from GoogleEatrh, as shown in Fig. 8(a).

And in order to evaluate the MBFNet, we relabel the ground

truth of PoDelta provided by the literature [1] to create finer

ground truth of PoDelta, according to the visual interpretation

of optical images. Ground truth is shown in Fig. 8(c). All the

pixels are assigned to five categories: building (Bu), water (W),

tree (T), farmland (Fa), and unknown (Un). We refer this dataset

as “PoDelta.”

The second coregistered optical and SAR image dataset is

the area of Chongming County, Yunnan Province, China, and

its size is 1772 × 1427, with the pixel spacing of 5 m. The

SAR image with HH-polar imaging mode is obtained from

Gaofen-3, as shown in Fig. 9(b). The optical image is obtained

from GoogleEatrh, as shown in Fig. 9(a). In order to acquire

accurate knowledge of Chongming County area, the ground truth
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Fig. 6. Histogram to depict the trend between the accuracy and the hyperparameters, the size of image patches (h × w), and the number of selected important
channels q, on two image datasets. (a) Classification accuracies are given based on different sizes of image patches and the number of selected important channels
on PoDelta. (b) Classification accuracies are given based on different sizes of image patches and the number of selected important channels on ChongMing.
(b) Classification accuracies are given based on different sizes of image patches and the number of selected important channels on WuHan.

Fig. 7. Curves to depict the trend between the accuracy and the hyperparam-
eters the reduction ratio s on two image datasets. (a) Accuracy curve is given
based on different reduction ratios on PoDelta. (b) Accuracy curve is given based
on different reduction ratios on ChongMing. (c) Accuracy curve is given based
on different reduction ratios on WuHan.

is obtained based on the visual interpretation of optical and SAR

images, meanwhile the field studies were carried out to collect

ground truth. The ground truth is shown in Fig. 9(c). All the

pixels are assigned to five categories: building (Bu), water (W),

tree (T), farmland (Fa), and bareland (Ba). We refer this dataset

as “ChongMing.”

The third coregistered optical and SAR image dataset is the

area of Wuhan city, Hubei Province, China, and its size is 1039×
886, with the pixel spacing of 3 m. The SAR image with HH-

polar imaging mode is obtained from TerraSAR, as shown in

Fig. 10(b). The optical image is obtained from GoogleEatrh, as

shown in Fig. 10(a). In order to acquire accurate knowledge of

Wuhan area, the ground truth is obtained based on the visual

interpretation of optical and SAR images and OpenStreetMap

[55]. The ground truth images are shown in Fig. 10(c). All the

pixels are assigned to eight categories: resident (Re), industrial

land (Ind), water (W), tree (T), farmland (Fa), background (Bg),

unhardened road (Unr), and asphalt (As). We refer this dataset

as “WuHan.”

Meanwhile, we adopt the coarse-to-fine registration strategy

to complete the fine registration of optical–SAR images of the

abovementioned three datasets. Fig. 5 shows the coregistration

flowchart of the optical and SAR images. First, we take the SAR

image as a reference image and then use the OS-SIFT algorithm

[54] to complete the coarse registration between the optical and

SAR images. Then, lots of corresponding points between the

optical and SAR images are selected manually to achieve fine

registration based on the ENVI software.

B. Baseline Methods

In this article, we use AlexNet as the backbone network in all

comparison methods for extracting deep semantic features.

CNN+Optical: We replace the last fully-connected layer of

AlexNet with a randomly initialized K-way classification layer

and fine-tune. We refer this method as “CNN-Opt.,” and the

optical image patches are the input samples.

CNN+SAR: It is similar to the construction of “CNN-Opt.,”

but in this method, the SAR image patches are the input samples.

We refer this method as “CNN-SAR.”

CNN+Concatenation: We use two AlexNet without weight-

sharing, pretrained on ImageNet, as feature extractor.

Two feature maps of the convolution layer conv5 from optical

and SAR streams are flattened and connected to obtain fusion

features, and a randomly initialized K-way fully connected layer

is used for classification. We refer this method as “CNN-Con.”

CNN+element-wise sum: It is similar to the construction of

“CNN-Con.,” but in this method, two feature maps are flattened

and element-wise added to obtain the fusion features. We refer

this method as “CNN-Sum.”

CNN+element-wise product: It is similar to the construction

of “CNN-Con.,” but in this method, two feature maps are flat-

tened and element-wise multiplied to obtain the fusion features.

We refer the method as “CNN-Pro.”

Full Bilinear Pooling: We use two AlexNet [21] without

weight-sharing, pretrained on ImageNet, to replace Vgg-16 in
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Fig. 8. Classification maps of methods on PoDelta. (a) Original optical image. (b) Original SAR image. (c) Ground truth. (d) Test optical image. (e) Test
SAR image. (f) Test ground truth. (g) CNN-SAR. (h) CNN-Opt. (i) CNN-Con. (j) CNN-Sum. (k) CNN-Pro. (l) FBP. (m) CBP-RM. (n) CBP-TS. (o) FBP-SE.
(p) FBP-CBAM. (q) 2D-CNN. (r) MRSDC. (s) MBFNet.

BCNN [31]. Then, we obtain bilinear fusion features between

the optical and SAR features and apply element-wise sign square

root normalization and ℓ2-normalization prior to deal with vi-

sual burstiness [58] of the bilinear fusion features. Finally, the

softmax classifier completes classification. We refer this method

as “FBP.”

Compact Bilinear Pooling: Referencing MCB [29], we use the

same network construction of FBP to extract feature maps of the

convolution layer conv5 from optical and SAR streams. Then,

two feature maps are fused by using two approximate methods

via RM and TS, and we obtain compact fusion features with the

dimension d = 16 000. We refer this method as “CBP-RM” and

“CBP-TS.”

Full Bilinear Pooling+SE: The SE block [40] is embedded

into each stream of FBP, simultaneously. The optical and SAR

feature maps processed by SE block are fused by bilinear

pooling. Finally, bilinear fusion features are used for land cover

classification. We refer this method as “FBP-SE.”

Full Bilinear Pooling+CBAM: It is similar to the “FBP-SE,”

but the SE block is replaced by the CBAM block [42], which

can integrate the global average-pooling and global max-pooling

information to obtain channel attention maps. We refer this as

“FBP-CBAM.”

D-CNN [56]: A multimodal deep network was proposed to

fuse the optical and SAR images for crop type classification,

which demonstrated the high-quality performance of fusion

features in the RS field. To adapt such model to our multisource

scenario, we connect optical and SAR patches to obtain four-

channel inputs. Then, we add one convolution layer before the

AlexNet pretrained on ImageNet. Finally, we replace the last

fully-connected layer of AlexNet with a randomly initialized

K-way classification layer and fine-tune for land cover classifi-

cation. Also in this case, this competitor is learned end-to-end.

We refer the method as “2D-CNN.”

MRSDC: Xu et al. [57] proposed a two-brand convolution

network for multisource RS data classification, in which the

two-tunnel convolution network is developed to extract the

spectral–spatial features from HIS, and the CNN with cascade

block is designed for the feature extraction from LiDAR. To

adapt such model to our multisource scenario, we use the
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Fig. 9. Classification maps of methods on PoDelta. (a) Original optical image. (b) Original SAR image. (c) Ground truth. (d) Test optical image. (e) Test
SAR image. (f) Test ground truth. (g) CNN-SAR. (h) CNN-Opt. (i) CNN-Con. (j) CNN-Sum. (k) CNN-Pro. (l) FBP. (m) CBP-RM. (n) CBP-TS. (o) FBP-SE.
(p) FBP-CBAM. (q) 2D-CNN. (r) MRSDC. (s) MBFNet.

two-tunnel convolution network to deal with optical images, and

the CNN with cascade block is designed for the feature extrac-

tion from SAR images. We refer this method as “MRSDC.”

In a word, we present 11 comparison methods, which can be

roughly divided into five categories. The CNN-Opt. and CNN-

SAR belong to the first category methods, namely the unimodal

deep learning model, which only explore the impact of single-

source features on land cover classification. The second category

methods include the CNN-Con., CNN-Sum, and CNN-Pro.,

whose fusion rules may not have expressive enough to capture

the complex associations between the optical and SAR features.

The FBP, CBP-RM, and CBP-TS belong to the third categories,

which obtain the fusion features by using bilinear pooling. The

fourth final categories are FBP-SE and FBP-CBAM, which are

obtained by embedding different channel attention modules into

the FBP. The final categories are the 2D-CNN and MRSDC,

which are state-of-the-art land cover classification methods.

C. Configuration of Hyperparameters

For the MBFNet, we find that the following three crucial

hyperparameters have the obvious impact on the land cover

classification experiments: the size of patches h×w, the number

of selected important channels q, and the reduction ratio s in

the SACSM. The specific analysis of hyperparameters based on

the validation sets (shown in Tables II, IV and VI) of PoDelta,

ChongMing, and WuHan datasets is elaborated as follow.

Frist, we simultaneously analyze the size of image patches

h × w and the number of selected important channels q. In

our experiments, every optical–SAR patch pair is regarded as

a basic processing unit, whose size determines whether the

spatial information of image patch pair is good for extracting

discriminative fusion features in our proposed model. As a

significant hyperparameter in the SACSM, the q guides the

selection of high-contribution channel features, which are used

to structure low-dimension bilinear fusion features with better

discrimination. The parameters h × w and q are determined by

the classification accuracy on PoDelta dataset in Fig. 6(a). The

horizontal axis denotes the parameters h × w, and their value

ranges from 17 × 17 to 41 × 41, with a span of 4; the vertical

axis denotes the parameter q, and its value ranges from 32 to

256, with a span of 32. It can be viewed that we can achieve the

highest accuracy, when the parameter h × w is 37 × 37 and the

parameter q= 128, where the 37× 37 patches can contain richer

spatial information than the small patches, which can be used

to generate more robust features. Meanwhile compared with the

41 × 41 patches, the 37 × 37 patches contain the homogeneous

spatial information and have less computational complexity
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Fig. 10. Classification maps of methods on PoDelta. (a) Original optical image. (b) Original SAR image. (c) Ground truth. (d) Test optical image. (e) Test
SAR image. (f) Test ground truth. (g) CNN-SAR. (h) CNN-Opt. (i) CNN-Con. (j) CNN-Sum. (k) CNN-Pro. (l) FBP. (m) CBP-RM. (n) CBP-TS. (o) FBP-SE.
(p) FBP-CBAM. (q) 2D-CNN. (r) MRSDC. (s) MBFNet.

during the network training. For q = 128, we can know that

the top 128 channels of X̃ have the high contribution, which

can better improve network performance and reduce network

parameters. Meanwhile, in this experiment, the reduction ratio

s = 2.

Then, we analyze the reduction ratio s, which provides an

effective tradeoff between the module complexity and the perfor-

mance [41]. In our experiments, we obtain the results with varied

parameter s from {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}. The parameter selection

results are described in Fig. 7, and we can know that the land

cover classification effect is the optimal, when the parameter

s = 2, where the reduction ratio s = 2 can balance well the

model complexity and the land cover classification performance.

Meanwhile, in this experiment, the parameters h×w are 37× 37

and the parameter q = 128.

Similarly, the process of determining the hyperparameters

on the ChongMing and WuHan datasets is same as the hy-

perparameter configuration on the PoDelta dataset. And the

theoretical analysis of configurations is also same as the

parameter description on the PoDelta. For ChongMing, the opti-

mal hyperparameters h × w, q, and s are described in Figs. 6(b)

and 7, respectively. It can be viewed that we can achieve the

highest accuracy, when the parameters h × w are 29 × 29,

the parameter q = 192, and the parameter s = 1. For WuHan,

the optimal hyperparameters h × w, q, and s are described in

Figs. 6(c) and 7, respectively. It can be viewed that we can

achieve the highest accuracy, when the parameters h × w are

33 × 33, the parameter q = 96, and the parameters s = 2.

D. Analysis of Computational Efficiency

We study the computational complexity of MBFNet and the

seven comparison methods described in Section IV-B. The fu-

sion features are computed over two feature maps of convolution

layer conv5, whose dimension is h′ × w′ × c, for a K-way clas-

sification problem. In this section, taking PoDelta as an example,

the size of input image patches h × w is 37 × 37, so the sizes

of features for the convolution layer conv5 are h′ = w′ = 9 and
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS IN TERMS OF FUSION FEATURE

DIMENSION, CLASSIFICATION COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY AND

TESTING TIME ON PODELTA
1

1Note: The hyperparameters h′ = 9, w′ = 9, c = 256, d = 16 000, q= 64, and K = 5

on PoDelta dataset.

c = 256. Table I provides a detailed comparison for different

methods in terms of fusion feature dimension, computational

complexity of producing classifier scores, and testing time. In

particular, the conventional setup in MCB-TS and MCB-MR is

that the dimension of bilinear fusion features d = 16 000, as

reported in [29]. MBFNet achieves similar classification perfor-

mance when q = 64 in X ′ ∈ R
h′×w′×q and Y ′ ∈ R

h′×w′×q , and

compared with MCB-TS and MCB-MR, the dimension of bilin-

ear fusion features in MBFNet is a quarter. From Table I, it can

be seen that MBFNet is most appealing in terms of the dimension

of fusion features and classification computational complexity.

It is worth noting that the feature dimension of MBFNet is about

16 times smaller than the FBP, and about 4 times smaller than

MCB-TS and MCB-MR. Meanwhile, considering the speed of

the proposed MBFNet is also a very important index, we provide

the computational time for 100 patches of size 37 × 37 in Table

I. From the table, we can see that the speed of the proposed

MBFNet is faster than comparison methods.

E. Classification on Three Datasets

We use four quantitative evaluation indexes to evaluate the

classification performance: user’s accuracy (UA), producer’s

accuracy (PA), overall accuracy (OA), and kappa coefficient

(Kappa). The UA and PA provide the detailed classification

performance of each category, whereas the OA and Kappa

describe the global classification performance. The definition

of quantitative evaluation indexes UA, PA, OA, and Kappa are

as follows.

Let M = {mi,j}, i, j = [1, . . . ,K], be the size of K × K

confusion matrix, where K is the number of the category. When

i �= j,mi,j indicates the number that class i wrongly classified to

class j. The mi,i indicates the number that the class i is correctly

classified. The jth class PAj of PA, the ith class UAi of UA,

OA, and Kappa are calculated as follows:

PAj =
mj,j

∑K
i=1 mi,j

× 100% (18)

UAi =
mi,i

∑K
j=1 mi,j

× 100% (19)

TABLE II
SUMMARY STATISTIC OF PODELTA DATASET

OA =

∑K
i=1 mi,i

∑K
i=1

∑K
j=1 mi,j

× 100% (20)

{

pe =
∑K

i (N•,i ×Ni,•)/
(

∑K
i=1

∑K
j=1 mi,j

)2

Kappa = (OA− pe) / (1− pe)× 100%
(21)

where N•,i =
∑K

j=1 mj,i and Ni,· =
∑K

j=1 mi,j .

1) Classification Results on PoDelta: In the experiment of

PoDelta, the following are the three crucial hyperparameters: the

size of patches h × w is 37 × 37, the number of selected channel

q = 128, and reduction ratio s = 2. The detailed description

is shown in experiments presented in Section IV-C. The areas

enclosed by the red box in Fig. 8(a)–(c) are taken as the test

samples, which are shown in Fig. 8(d)–(f), and the remaining

area are taken as the training and validation samples; the number

of each land category for the training, validation, and test sets

is shown in Table II. To objectively evaluate the performance of

our method, four quantitative metrics of our model and several

comparison methods are shown in Table III. The classification

maps of the proposed model and several comparison methods

are shown in Fig. 8.

From Table III, we first discover that the proposed model

have much better accuracies than the first category comparison

methods, such as the CNN-SAR and CNN-Opt., with more than

15% improvement, which verifies MBFNet can fully capture the

complementary information between optical and SAR features

for improving land cover classification. Then, by comparing with

the second category comparison methods, such as CNN-Con.,

CNN-Sum, and CNN-Pro., it is advisable to use bilinear pooling

[30] for fusing both optical and SAR features in MBFNet,

which can generate the stronger discrimination fusion features

to promote better land cover classification accuracies. Then,

different from the method of obtaining compact fusion fea-

tures in CBP-RM and CBP-TS, MBFNet introduces a novel

channel attention mechanism, namely the SACSM, which can

automatically select the high-contribution channels to solve the

high-dimension issue of bilinear fusion feature. Meanwhile, we

discover that the proposed SACSM bilinear integrates global

average-pooling and global max-pooling features to infer finer

channel-wise attention than FBP-CBAM and FBP-SE. Finally,

we compare the proposed MBFNet with the state-of-the-art

methods, 2D-CNN [56] and MDSDC [57], which show the
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TABLE III
UA, PA, OA, KAPPA COEFFICIENT OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON PODELTA

The bold values denotes the maximum of the columns.

TABLE IV
SUMMARY STATISTIC OF CHONGMING DATASET

MBFNet achieves more effective land cover classification. In a

word, MBFNet not only introduces a novel SACSM, which can

infer finer channel-wise attention to structure compact fusion

feature, but also is the first to use bilinear pooling [30] to

explore the second-order associations between optical and SAR

features.

Fig. 8 shows the classification maps of our method and several

contrast methods. We reveal that the classification map derived

from our method is better than other contrast method. As shown

in the upper right corner area (purple box) of the different classi-

fication maps, the unknown areas are misclassified into farmland

and tree areas. In contrast, our method produces fewer misclassi-

fication. This confirms that the fusion features extracted by the

MBFNet have stronger discrimination performance compared

with other methods.

2) Classification Results on ChongMing: In the experiment

of the ChongMing dataset, the following are the three crucial

hyperparameters: the size of image patches h × w is 29 × 29,

the number of selected channel q is 192, and the reduction ratio

s is 1. The areas enclosed by the red box in Fig. 9(a)–(c) are

taken as test samples, which are shown in Fig. 9(d)–(f), and the

remaining area are taken as training and validation samples. The

number of each category for the training, validation, and test sets

is shown in Table IV. Four quantitative metrics of the proposed

model and several comparison methods are shown in Table V.

As shown in Table V, we discover that UA and PA of most

categories are optimal in MBFNet, and the Kappa and OA

are better than all comparison methods. Although the UA of

bareland (Ba) and tree (T) are not optimal, they are not far from

the best result. The PA of farmland (Fa), tree (T), and water

(W) also is not far from the best result. In a word, our proposed

model has much better accuracies than comparison methods.

Meanwhile, the classification maps of our method and several

contrast methods are shown in Fig. 9.

From Fig. 9, it is noticed that the classification map of the

proposed MBFNet is better than several contrast methods, which

demonstrates the superiority of our method. However, it is worth

noting that the classification maps of the farmland and bareland

are easily confused.

3) Classification Results on WuHan: In the experiment of the

WuHan dataset, the following are the three crucial hyperparam-

eters: the size of image patches h × w is 33 × 33, the number

of selected channel q is 96, and the reduction ratio s is 1. The

areas enclosed by the red box in Fig. 10(a)–(c) are taken as test

samples, which are shown in Fig. 10(d)–(f), and the remaining

areas are taken as training and validation samples.

The number of each land category for the training, validation,

and test sets is shown in Table VI. Four quantitative metrics of

the proposed model and several comparison methods are shown

in Table VII.

As shown in Table VI, we discover that MBFNet’s UA of

the resident (Re), industrial land (Ind), water (W), tree (T),

unhardened road (Unr), and background(Bg) is optimal. And

the PA of tree (T), unhardened road (Unr), industrial land (Ind),

and background (Bg) is better than other methods. Meanwhile

we also know that Kappa and OA of the MBFNet are superior

to other comparison methods. In a word, the proposed model

can extract the complementary information between the optical

and SAR features to obtain discriminative fusion features, which

are used to improve the land cover classification. Meanwhile, the

classification maps of different methods are shown in Fig. 10.

From Fig. 10(g)-(h), it can be seen that the classification maps

based on single-modal data are worst. Fig. 10(i)–(s) shows the

classification maps based on multimodal data, which are better

than the classification maps shown in Figs. 10(g) and (h). There-

fore, the optical and SAR have complementary information that

is good for land cover classification. Especially, the classification

map of our method is better than several contrast methods, which

demonstrates the superiority of our method.
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TABLE V
UA, PA, OA, KAPPA COEFFICIENT OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON CHONGMING

The bold values denotes the maximum of the columns.

TABLE VI
SUMMARY STATISTIC OF WUHAN DATASET

TABLE VII
UA, PA, OA, KAPPA COEFFICIENT OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON WUHAN

The bold values denotes the maximum of the columns.

F. Qualitative Visualization

To validate the discrimination of fusion features of MBFNet,

taking PoDelta as an example, we use t-SNE [54] to visu-

alize the features of each category. As shown in Fig. 11,

we find that fusion feature space of each category in

MBFNet is more disjoint than other methods, which means

the fusion features extracted by our method have strong

individuality or discrimination for improving land cover

classification.

G. Validation Curves

Figs. 12 and 13 show the validation curves (accuracy and loss)

of PoDelta, ChongMing, and WuHan datasets. Fig. 12 shows

the accuracy curves (training and validation) of three datasets.

As the number of iterations increases, the accuracy curves of

training and validation tend to be consistent. Fig. 13 shows that

the loss information for three datasets continued to decrease

with training iteration. The validation curves indicate that the

MBFNet shows no sign of overfitting in the processing.
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Fig. 11. Feature visualization of different methods on PoDelta dataset. (a) CNN-SAR. (b) CNN-Opt. (c) CNN-Con. (d) CNN-Pro. (e) FBP. (f) CBP-TS.
(g) FBP-CBAM. (h) 2D-CNN. (i) MRSDC. (j) MBFNet. Different colors denote different categories: “red” for building, “green” for water, “blue” for farmland,
“purple” for tree, and “yellow” for unknown.

Fig. 12. MBFNet accuracy curves of different datasets. (a) MBFNet accuracy curves on PoDelta. (b) MBFNet accuracy on ChongMing. (c) MBFNet accuracy
curves on WuHan.

Fig. 13. Training and validation loss curves of different datasets. (a) Training and validation loss curves on PoDelta. (b) Training and validation loss curves on
ChongMing. (c) Training and validation loss curves on WuHan.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we present a novel MBFNet to efficiently

fuse deep features of optical and SAR modals for improving

land cover classification. In MBFNet, a pseudo-siamese CNN

is taken as the feature extractor, which captures deep semantic

features of the optical and SAR images, respectively. Then, the

SACSM is proposed and embedded into each stream, which can

effectively exploit the interchannel relationship of feature maps

based on fine channel attention maps with high-order statistics.
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Meanwhile, according to the top q values in channel attention

maps, we select the high-contribution channels to reconfigure

discriminative and compact feature maps of optical and SAR

streams, respectively. Finally, we use the bilinear pooling model

to effective fuse the different modal compact feature maps and

obtain discriminative bilinear fusion features for land cover

classification. Experiment results on two broad coregistered

optical and SAR datasets show that the land cover classifi-

cation of the proposed MBFNet outperforms state-of- the-art

methods.
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